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Received / Accepted We investigate the potential of using massive clusters as gravitational telescopes for
searches and studies of supernovae of Type Ia and Type II in optical and near-infrared bands at central
wavelengths in the interval 0.8-1.25 µm. Using high-redshift supernova rates derived from the measured
star formation rate, we nd the most interesting eects for the detection of core-collapse SNe in searches at
limiting magnitudes mlim  25−26.5 mag, where the total detection rate could be signicantly enhanced and
the number of detectable events is considerable even in a small eld. For shallower searches, 24, a net gain
factor of up to 3 in the discovery rate could be obtained, and yet a much larger factor for very high source
redshifts. For programs such as the GOODS/ACS transient survey, the discovery rate of supernovae beyond
z  2 could be signicantly increased if the observations were done in the direction of massive clusters. For
extremely deep observations, mlim > 27 mag, or for very bright SNe (e.g. Type Ia) the competing eect of
eld reduction by lensing dominates, and fewer supernovae are likely to be discovered behind foreground
clusters.
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Introduction Massive galaxy clusters, used as gravitational telescopes (GTs), are extremely useful tools
for the studies of faint high redshift galaxies in wavelengths ranging from optical to submillimetre as demon-
strated e.g. in ellis2001,hu2002,lemoine2002,biviano,smail. In this work we explore the potential of GTs for
magnifying high redshift supernovae (SNe) in optical and near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, thereby increas-
ing the chances of detection. A competing eect related to the use of GTs is due to the spreading of the
eld by the lens, analogous to what happens when looking through a magnifying glass: a smaller, although
magnied, portion of the eld is actually observed. The eect is sometimes referred to as amplication bias.
For any specic eld-of-view (FOV) it is not obvious a priori which of the two eects dominates when looking
for distant supernovae. The net gain depends upon 1) the lens and source parameters: the mass distribution
of the lensing cluster, the intrinsic rate and brightness for core collapse and Type Ia supernovae as a function
of redshift. 2) The observational set-up: the limiting search magnitude and the choice of wavelength band.
In this paper we consider several scenarios relevant for supernova searches.
Studying supernova (SN) rates at the highest possible redshifts provides critical information for the
understanding of cosmic star formation rate. Lensed SNe at high redshifts can in principle also be useful
as distance indicators, provided the magnication is known to high precision. In addition, strongly lensed,
multiply imaged supernovae may also be used to constrain cosmological parameters through the time delay
measurements of the SN images multisne.
Similar work on the feasibility of galaxy clusters as GTs was carried out by sulli. They focused on data
sets through the HST I814W -band with limiting magnitudes between 26.0 and 27.0. We extend this further
by also investigating the Z- and J-bands where we nd larger eects than in I-band. This is not surprising as
the redder lters are sensitive to higher-redshift sources which in turn are fainter. In addition, we quantify
the limiting search magnitudes and source brightness where GTs enhance or deplete the discovery rates.
Also gal-yam conducted an I-band search for SNe in HST elds with galaxy clusters. Earlier feasibility
studies were also carried out by saini. They concentrate their study to the lens cluster Abell 2218 where the
assumed background sources were supernovae Type Ia and IIL and constrained their analysis to SN searches
at shorter wavelengths.
Our study thus generalises previous work and is more applicable to instruments currently being used for
high-z SN searches, e.g. the Z- band search with the ACS camera on HST by the GOODS Treasury Team
goods,goods2, or future missions such as JWST (formerly NGST). HST/ACS has a considerable depth but
a relatively small eld-of-view compared to optical cameras used for ground based SN searches. However,
the small FOV makes a good match to the high amplication region of massive clusters at the moderate
redshifts considered here.
Throughout the paper we use natural units in which c = G = 1. We have also adopted the \concordance"
cosmology with ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and h = 0.7, where h = H0/100 km s−1 Mpc−1. All magnitudes are in
the Vega system.
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The lens equation In almost all lensing situations of practical astrophysical interest, the deflection of the
light takes place in a very small fraction of the total light path. This justies the common approximation
that all deflection occurs in a plane called the lens plane. So to compute the lensing properties of a halo we
need to project its mass density onto this plane. This projected mass density we denote by . Dene the
2-D vector ξ as the image position (or impact parameter) in the lens plane and ξ0 as an arbitrary length
scale in this plane which can be chosen suitably to simplify the appearance of the equations. Furthermore we
introduce the corresponding quantities in the source plane: η and η0 = ξ0Ds/Dd. Ds, Dd and Dds below are
angular diameter distances between observer and source, observer and lens and lens and source respectively.
η is the source position. With these denitions, the lens equation in dimensionless form can be written as
equation lenseq y=x-α(x)
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